Stage 3.3 – Final Proposal DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT (Building)
FOR USP TUVALU CAMPUS

USP Project #: 146-17

I AM DESIGNS

A design practise of Architects, Master Planners, Interior
Designers, Urban Designers and Space Planners.
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7.3

Development Concept for Tuvalu Campus – Schematic Design

1.INTRODUCTION
The project vision is to create a high-quality sustainable Tuvalu Campus for the University of the South
Pacific (USP). The design of the gifted site by the Tuvalu Government works to integrate with the existing
natural amenity and infrastructure inherent to the site. A significant process in developing the concept
response has come from an extensive wide reaching consultation process with both USP and Tuvalu
Government in Fiji and Tuvalu. Other initiatives used to the concept was to orientate the building to actively
engage with the restricted street interfaces and activate areas to foster a high quality pedestrian experience
with its urban surroundings. Creative articulation and appropriate setbacks is utilised to contribute to the
aesthetics and quality space of the site setting. Both the outside and inside spaces encourage a campus
community environment. The built form promotes a high sense of transparency between the exterior public
realm interface and the inside communal areas in terms of visual and functional connection.
This report proposes a conceptual design response to USP and Tuvalu stakeholder’s collective
requirements. The design concept is guided and embraces the following key initiatives:
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
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Addresses adequate academic and administrative accommodation from projected growth in
student and staff numbers in Tuvalu.
The efficiency of the ‘Built’ form and function design encourages efficiency in space, energy
consumption, operating and maintenance costs.
Maximize mobile learning initiatives and strengthen the campuses telecommunications link to the
Laucala Campus by leveraging of ICT infrastructure to minimize reliance on physical space.
Include Sustainable Development concepts by using “Green Campus Principles.
Apply “Green Campus Principles” to create a sustainable development.
Introduce infrastructure portability for reuse and capitalise on USP investment.
The proposed facility offers consistent high-quality student experience.

1.1 PROJECT OUTLINE
A study was undertaken to analyse the site and space needs of student loads, highlight opportunities and
issues that informs the architectural concept with high level costs for the development of a new Campus
facility on the recently acquired land from the Tuvalu Government located 800m from the current Campus.
The proposed concept design meets the projected student & staff growth needs at its Tuvalu Campus and
is guided by the University’s Campus Development Framework.

1.2 PROJECT METHODOLOGY
The development of the Master Concept Design for the Tuvalu Campus was conducted in 3 different stages
over an 18 weeks period. The three key stages were as follows:
• Stage 1: Campus Development Documentation review – ran over 2 weeks
• Stage 2: Site visit and stakeholder consultations – ran over 4 weeks
• Stage 3: Development of the concept design. – ran over 12 weeks.

1.2.1 Stage 1: Campus Development Documentation review
As a guide to the planning concept process the Campus Development Documents were reviewed by the
design team that included;
• USP Strategic Plan 2013-2018;
• USP Campus Development Framework;
• Tuvalu Campus Academic Plan 2013-2018;
• Equivalent Full Time Student (EFTS) data from USPs Planning Office;
• Tertiary Education Facilities Management Association (TEFMA) Space Planning Guidelines Edition 3;
• USP Design Standards & Guidelines Edition 1;
• Obstruction Limitation Surface (OLS) Report FUN Revision B March 2013; from the Ministry of
Communications & Transport (Tuvalu);
• Memorandum of Sub-Lease effective date 1st April 2017 by Tuvalu Government.

1.2.2 Stage 2: Site visit and stakeholder consultation
1.2.2.1 Site visit and investigation:

Physical site visits were conducted between 17th and 20th March as follows:
• Subject site on different times of the day;
• The existing Tuvalu Campus;
• Maritime Training Institute.

b. USP staff and student representatives were interviewed as follows:
• Tuvalu Campus between 17th to 20th March;
• Laucala Campus between 21st to 23rd March.
Consultations with both USP and Tuvalu Government and the consultant is referenced in
‘Appendix 7.3 list of stakeholders interviewed’
c. To reinforce the final concept design, the Vice President and USP Tuvalu Campus Director tabled
the final concept design with the Tuvalu Government senior officials between 25th to 30th June.

1.2.3 Stage 3: Development of the concept design
Following the review of Campus Development Documents, analysis and learnings from the physical site
visit and the stakeholder consultation process, all the collective information was distilled into a ‘Issues
and Opportunities’ report to inform the concept design brief.
The process in further developing the concept design was conducted in three sub-stages. The first substage predominantly concentrating on developing the outside envelope of the building in relation to the
approach and relationship of the site context. The second sub-stage of the design was combining the
required space brief and area allocation to various space functions. The final concept design sub-stage
strengthened the functionality for both internal and external design with the site context.
The design process considered the following key items, to arrive to the final concept design:
• the site conditions and elemental analysis
• Site location and approach to the site
• Council planning guidelines in relation to height and boundary offsets
• OLS restrictions that define the height and roof forms
• Stakeholder requirements via feedback post consultation process.
• Space functional requirements benchmarked against TEFMA guidelines
• Cutting edge constructability technology
• Traffic and human movement within the site and the building
• Key infrastructure requirements to service the building
In all the three sub-stages of the development of the concept design there was a comprehensive and
wide-reaching stakeholder feedback process which was considered in the concept design. By combining
the efforts between the consultant team and stakeholders, this feedback process has enriched the
concept proposed in the following sections.

The Stakeholder consultation process was extensive and wide reaching both with USP and Tuvalu
Government in Fiji and Tuvalu. Meetings were initially conducted in Fiji to set the direction and project
imperatives by the Vice-President and senior management. Further consultation was extended as follows:
a. The Tuvalu Government Officials from various departments and local Tuvalu Council Members
were interviewed between 17th to 20th March.
5
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1.2.2.2 Stakeholder consultation

1.3.1 Local Council

The Funafuti Local Council (or Kauple) has no formal building regulation, Council Building Guidelines or
Council Master Plan that can affect the proposed built form on USP’s site. However, in consultation with
the Council Secretary it was verbally confirmed for the USP site to have:
• All building envelope walls offset 3m from its nearest boundary
• Building heights are govern by Aviation height restrictions.
The Kauple currently is working on coastal protection plan and a village plan for Funafala located to the
south of the Island and it is unlikely these plans will have an impact to the development on USP’ site.

1.3.2 Civil Aviation
USP’s site is very close to the air strip and any development is to be guided by the restrictions outlined in
the Obstruction Limitation Surface (OLS) Report FUN Revision B March 2013.
The OLS are theoretical boundaries surrounding the runway that provide a safe passage for aircrafts to
operate within and is clear of all obstructions within the circumference of the runway.
There are five key OLS zones (refer figure 1)
• Runway strip
• Approach & Take off surface
• Transitional Surface
• Horizontal Surface
• Conical Surface

Existing and likely future aircraft types fit into this category and there are currently no plans for night time
operations. Hence the obstruction width of 150m strip was be used to determine the OLS of the site to
create the building envelope height limitation.

Proposed Building Envelope
When the Civil Aviation OLS restriction is applied on site, the maximum building height limit can be 15
meters and the minimum 10 meters. It is to be noted with the limited information available during the
concept stage, confirmation on height restrictions is required by the Director for Civil Aviation during the
detail documentation stage.
With an assumed maximum height limit of 15m, in parts of the floor plate there is a possibility to have 3
floors with low ceilings. However, to prevent future flooding, the entire structure will need to be raised at
least half a meter from the highest point of the King Tide in the area, meaning the building will focus on 2
floors with an atrium to mitigate any risk. Refer figure 2 below.
To have a more efficient, cost effective, and capitalise on space, it is proposed that the roof line follows
the OLS line and is prioritized over the local cultural architectural features. This flat raked roof enhances
placement of solar panels and creates a better lighting entry within the gallery atrium spaces inside.

Figure 1: OLS restriction diagram

USP’s site is in the ‘Horizontal Surface’ zone. To consider the worst-case scenario a 150m wide runway
strip should be used in determining the height restrictions. The horizontal Surface zone has a rising slope
of 1:7.
At Funafuti, the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO Annex 14) has a recommended minimum
runway strip width being 300m for an international 3C Classification Aerodrome. In the Funafuti
environment this would encompass over half the land mass of the atoll and is considered not practical for
consideration. The New Zealand Civil Aviation Authority (NZ CAA) Advisory Circular (AC) 139‐06 allows
departures from the ICAO strip widths and allows a 150m width for 3C runway operations and allows
further consideration of a 90m strip width for daytime turbo prop aircraft operations with aircraft limited
to a maximum weight of 22,700 kg (noting that the 90m width is generally for domestic rather than
international operations).
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1.3 LOCAL BUILDING ENVELOPE GUIDELINES
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Figure 2: Building envelope and roof line

2.CONCEPT
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In the stakeholder workshop in Fiji and Tuvalu, I AM DESIGNS had proposed the ‘match box’
concept in developing the building structure of the Tuvalu Campus. This theme is continued
through by representing the main building structure (i.e. beams and columns) as the outer cover
of the matchbox and the interior shell is represented by the sliding box of the matchbox. The
building initially has two structures separate to each other. The proposed concept is developed
with the core principles as outlined in the next section.

1 CONSTRUCTABILITY
On the island there is limited labour and building resource hence the building construction
methodology needs to be simple, effective and efficient. The solution proposed is to introduce
prefab structures, such as shell beams, columns and prefabricated interiors fabricated off-site.
These structures are shipped and either re-assembled on site or with parts of the shell intact as
‘Pods’ structures.

2 PORTABILITY
Depending on the construction methodology employed, the Pods need to be easily transported
or moved into place. Noting there is one smaller size crane available on the island and there is
limitation in importing large cranes to the island. This means should there be a threat of rising
sea levels and the island is to be relocated. Part of USP’s infrastructure investment can be
relocated to any other campus.
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2.1 DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES
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Proposed structure

3 CONNECTIVITY
Promote increased levels of transparency and visual connections from the Campus Building into
the main access routes.
Create visual and pedestrian connections between buildings and their entrances.
Allow for views and vistas between public spaces and adjacent public realm. Ensures the
interface between interior / exterior and semi-public / private space is modulated in the design
elements.

4 COMMUNITY
Strategically place common areas to connect users of the building with the greater campus, as
well as interacting with the active urban frontages of the building along the pedestrian
thoroughfares.
Ensure a variety of communal spaces are provided to allow for areas of meeting and social
exchange within the building and surrounding areas.

10 FLEXIBLE
The design spaces are flexible to interchange into a different function and can accommodate
both large and small room capacity. Spaces are flexible enough to changing teaching pedagogies.

8 SUSTAINABLE
The design uses passive design principles by promoting natural lighting, cross ventilation via high
level windows and raised ground floor. There is provision for solar panels on the roof top and a
solar battery room on the ground floor.

Another passive design principle employed is eaves are orientated and extended to create
shading and reduce excessive heating created within the building envelope.

9
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Roof rain water is collected and stored in a 600 mega litre rain water tank located north end of
ground floor. Also there is provision for a water treatment room to filter and reticulate water for
consumption.
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9. MAINTENANCE
The structure is designed to easily assess spaces for maintenance and cleaning purposes.
Provision for a cleaner’s space and storage which can accommodate a mini-workshop and
ancillary storage needs, are key to encourage maintenance regimes are followed.

6 MASSING AND FORM
Maintain visual connection along the main pedestrian thoroughfares in the southwest direction.
Massing, articulation and colour is varied to add visual interest, break down the overall scale of
the building and respond to the surrounding context and orientations and civil Aviation laws.
The overall building form should integrate with and respond to its surrounding context

5 ARTICULATION
Design distinctive and intuitive building forms to interact with the proposed southwest entry and
passing traffic on the new proposed road. The articulated and responsive roof forms and facade
massing to give a stronger design response and better address to the street and pedestrian
interfaces.

4 VEHICULAR ACCESS
Control the entrance points and circulation of vehicles to ensure public spaces and pedestrian
priority areas aren’t affected by traffic. The vehicles enter and exit from one point.
The proposed road is indicative based on the verbal discussion with Tuvalu government
stakeholders. The proposed road is the shortest routine to the existing road and the pedestrian
approach from the road will have to be well defined leading into the main entry stair.
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11 DISABILITY ACCESS CONSIDERATION
To provide equal opportunity to disadvantaged students the design has provision for disability
access. There is provision for a disable toilet, disable car parking space, and wheel chair access
via the external ramp for patrons with health conditions or impairments.
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2.2 CONCEPT GOING FORWARD
The master concept for the gifted site is a guidance document for both USP and Government of
Tuvalu stakeholders. As Tuvalu Government is developing a similar guidance document for the
adjacent hanger site into an Archives and Library building, this concept master plan will set the
guiding framework for the development proposal, firstly to find synergies to both developments
and secondly initiate the detail design development stages.

11
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3.PROPOSED DESIGN
3.1 PROPOSED LOCALITY PLAN

Subject Site
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Current USP Campus
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Locality plan

3.2 PROPOSED SITE PLAN
Area Schedule
Site Area

: 2200 sq.m (approximately)

Allowable buildable area (offset 3m)

: 1670 sq.m (approximately)

Practical buildable area

: 1500 sq.m (approximately)

Total Proposed ground & first floor area : 3031sq.m

Site boundary lengths
•
•
•
•

Northwest: 60.21m
Northeast: 41.13
Southeast: 55.80m
Southwest: 35.18m

SITE PLAN
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Building area plan

Site observations:
• Typical winds on site were generally easterly winds.
• The site currently is not linked to a road and/or there is no legal access to the site.
• Potentially PWD is proposing to construct a road coming in from the northeast side of the site.
• Underground sea water seeps through the ground and rises above the ground which is referred to as the
‘King Tides’, in Tuvalu. The King Tide water rises around the court area and existing roads south and east of
the existing basketball court.

Site Plan
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3.3 EXISTING SITE IMAGE
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Image: Site image view towards southwest
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3.4 PROPOSED DESIGN – 3D VIEW
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Image: proposed design view towards southwest
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3.41
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PROPOSED DESIGN – 3D VIEW

Image: proposed design view towards East

3.42

PROPOSED DESIGN – 3D VIEW
Translucent roofing or skylights
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Image: proposed design view towards East – birds eye view.
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3.5 PROPOSED PLANS
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Note:
It is assumed the proposed road from USP’s entry/exit point of the driveway to the nearest existing road:
• And associated landscape/civil works outside the legal title boundary of USP’s site will be developed by the Tuvalu
government. It is recommended USP encourages Tuvalu government to grow and maintain planting along the road
post detail documentation stage of this project.
• Is an indicative road design based on the satellite maps available and require appropriate engineering road design.
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3.6 PROPOSED LANDSCAPE PLAN

Ground floor plan – human and traffic movement plan
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3.7 ACCESS PLAN
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First floor plan – human and traffic movement plan

3.8 SPACE FLEXIBILITY

First floor Plan
23
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Pod 4 & 5 have operable wall that can open to accommodate higher capacity teaching activities or have the option to be converted into a didactic lecture theatre or a Wet lab.
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3.9 PROPOSED ELEVATIONS
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3.10
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PROPOSED VENTILATION DIAGRAM

4.1 PROPOSED SERVICES & UTILITIES
Connection of services and major utilities on the proposed site is to be considered as follows:
1. Gas connection: Bottled Gas will have to be utilised for all gas needs or consider choosing
appliances and utilities reliant on electricity as an alternative. There is a gas station south of the
site.
2. Water: As the island has no water mains, roof rainwater needs to be collected and filtered for
drinking and other ancillary building purposes. The Tuvalu Public Works Department have verbally
confirmed the water tank “(plastic or concrete) will need to be exposed at a minimum height of
1.8 m above ground level for periodic visual assessment of the integrity of the tank.
3. Sewage: A septic tank with soak pit will be required on site. The Tuvalu Public Works Department
has verbally confirmed the septic tank will need to be raised to a minimum height of 1.2m above
ground level.
4. Stormwater: there is no drain off point on site connecting to any adjacent site and generally all
excess storm water is drained to the road site. To avoid any backfill the proposed stormwater
discharge should be located at a point where storm water runoff does not mix with rising King Tide
which occurs in close proximity of the site.
5. Electricity: A 3 phase 415 Volts to 240 Volts capacity distribution board is located behind the
existing hanger building west of the adjacent site. Depending on the required load, Telecom Tuvalu
have confirmed verbally that a sub-station may be required to meet electricity load. To meet any
sustainability target, and savings the University should consider installing solar panels on the roof
and walls.
6. Internet: As advised by USP ICT department to improve and provide an infrastructure similar to
the ICT architecture used in other regional campuses, the current USP Campus satellite will be
replaced with a new satellite and a new satellite will be installed in the proposed Campus site.
Both Campuses will be connected with a fibre connection and an ISP connection to the USP
Network at the new campus to provide alternative Internet access.
USP IT Services will be commissioned to design, install & commission the ICT works for the new
campus and be responsible for coordinating all procurement for all the equipment and services
listed below – using the approved project budgets. Refer to appendix 7.2 ICT Costs by USP ICT.

4.2 KEY ASSUMPTIONS
1. For specific physical spaces such as the dry and wet laboratory and, specialist engineering
workshops required by Faculty of Science, Technology will not be modelled in the new Tuvalu
Campus. It is assumed the existing Tuvalu campus spaces can be converted into the wet labs when
the program demand arises in the future.
2. To align with the physical space needs for student growth in the medium term (next 6 years), the
number of space ‘types’ like computer labs, teaching spaces, administration and student spaces
types will need to double in the new facility.
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3. Capacity of this building is assumed to be 500 patrons and assumed the car ratio is 1 vehicle: 20
students (similar to ration applied in Laucala Campus). Also it is assumed there will be more motor
bikes compared to cars used by the staff and students on Campus hence the vehicle parking spaces
is allocated appropriately. Should there be a high demand for vehicular parking, then the open
space screened door can be opened to allow for additional parking. However if this space in use,
then any additional vehicles will have to be parked outside of campus grounds.
4. Most building products, materials and technical resource will need to be imported from overseas
which can impact the construction timelines and logistics.
5. The building height restrictions have been assumed with the information available from the Tuvalu
Aviation Authorities during the concept design development. No confirmation was received by the
Tuvalu Aviation Authorities (despite best efforts) of the proposed concept design height restrictions,
therefore further confirmation will need to be obtained on the height restrictions on USP’s site prior
to detail documentation.
6. To prevent future flooding, the entire structure will need to be raised at least half a meter from the
highest point of the King Tide in the area. It is assumed specific areas to the site will need compact
‘fill’ and will need to be imported. There was no Geo technical data available during the concept
stage.
7. All works including landscape and road works outside the USP legal boundary will be constructed by
Tuvalu Government and all associated costs is outside the scope of this report.
8. The following design elements are intended to be included in the detail design:
• Internal walls: is veneer and plaster/metal/timber construction for each pods and where there
is no pods, walls can constructed out of blockwork to allow for large urban art work to be hung
or pinned.
• Lighting: To allow natural light into the central gallery space, the ceiling will either have
translucent roof or skylights. In addition there is artificial lighting provisions for the entire
ground and first floor. To improve security there is provision for outdoor/weather proof light
fittings around the building façade. The open space on the ground floor will have weatherproof
power points on columns.
• Internet Access: ICT infrastructure will have improved WIFI access to both floors internally and
externally.
• Ventilation: all four sides of the façade has ventilation which will keep the atrium spaces airy.
• Sound insulation: There is sound transfer issues between teaching/library spaces and the heavily
traffic public gallery spaces on the first floor. It is assumed all plasterboard or light construction
walls will have reasonable insulation provisions to address any noise issues.
• Construction materials: Proven materials that withstand harsh tropical weather is to be used.
The external façade and floor is proposed to be concrete and or steel structure based on the
engineering, the roof will be metal roofing, windows will be aluminium framed windows. The
pods are to be metal or external grade timber or cement sheets.
• Signage: there is provision for wayfinding signage, caution signage and regulatory signage.
9. There was no feature survey available during the concept stage, the boundaries are indicative and
have been extracted from satellite images and title boundary.
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4.3 RISK ASSESSMENT
The risks categorized as follows:
OPERATION AND USP’s REPUTATION RISK
• If no additional space provision is made available to meet the growing demand for the Tuvalu Campus,
other Campuses, particularly Laucala Campus may experience continual pressure on the current
facilities and need for exponential expansion.
• Not developing on the Tuvalu Government gifted site may have an impact on the spirit of partnership
and collaboration.
• To align with BCA and DDA compliance, a lift was proposed in the initial concept design. The lift was
proposed for direct easy access from the disable car park as there is a legal requirement to have a
direct link for disable access which are not discriminatory. USP confirmed for the lift to be deleted from
the design and USP will manage this risk.
GOVERNANCE RISK
• Contractual Agreement not in place: USP’s tender documents issued to consultants had a
‘Memorandum of Sub‐lease’ issued by the Tuvalu Government, this lease agreement does not appear
to be signed. There may be an understanding between Tuvalu Government and USP, but this appears
to have not been formalised. As competing infrastructure needs arise for the Tuvalu Government
within the Funafuti town centre the contractual lease terms may change.
Commencement of the works can be delayed due to various factors such as lack of or untimely
approvals, elongated contract procurement, availability of materials, transportation issues, lack of
funding etc.

•

There is a risk of delay if the new Green transfer station is not completed by the Tuvalu Government before
the construction of the new Tuvalu facility. This means the site currently used as a Green waste storage area
cannot be relocate from the subject site or will have to be moved to an alternative site.

•

Optic fibre may not be installed by the Tuvalu Government within the timelines of this project. The Tuvalu
Telecommunication Department is developing a strategy to install and loop the entire island with optic fibre
for internet connectivity.

•

There is no legal access to the subject site and the proposed potential road to the northeast side of the site
may not be change or not occur within the required timelines of this project.
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DESIGN RISK
• The only boundary or site plans furnished by USP was in a site plan included in the ‘Memorandum of
Sub-lease’ issued by the Tuvalu Government. Attempts to acquire proper site survey drawings from the
Tuvalu Lands Department has proven unsuccessful. Due to the blurred scanned source plans, there is a
risk of interpretation of the base site area calculation and concept design not being entirely accurate in
terms of site boundaries and contours that will need to be revisited in the full documentation stage. To
mitigate this risk, the University could consider engaging a licensed professional land survey prior to
starting of the next stage.
•

There was no Geo-technical data provided with the site existing condition plan as highlighted earlier in
this report, therefore it is extremely difficult to postulate the founding capabilities and costing
allowance. To mitigate this risk, the University could consider to undertake a Geo-technical survey
prior to starting of the concept design stage.

•

The road proposed into the property is not approved by Tuvalu government and can change. Also
alternate road can be proposed based on the design of the new Archive & Library building been
proposed by the Tuvalu Government.

SUBJECT SITE RISK
• The site appears to be a borrowed pit area (i.e. Earth dug up to provide compact fill for the runway
constructed by the US Government) and is fairly low as parts of the site is a swamp. There is a risk
the site can be affected as the King tide increase coverage due to sea level rises over time. To
mitigate this risk the site should be raised with imported compacted fill at least by 0.5m (estimate)
above the current ground level.

4.5 KEY STATISTICS
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Proposed Space Brief and Area Summary

6.RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendation subject to the Universities business case approval, is to proceed to ‘build on the gifted
subject site’ at the maximum practical building site coverage allowed.
Benefits:
•
•
•
•

The immediate deficit in space requirements to student load is met.
Future proofs the space requirements to the increasing student growth till 2044.
Enhance and opens up the University for Partnership with other institutions such Government, Statutory
bodies, Commercial sector and International Research, if the necessary and additional infrastructure is
available.
Development will encourage and increase the local community to come onto the Campus.

To ensure efficient construction delivery, it is recommended the load bearding structure including the roof is
constructed on the island and all substructures including finishes are prefabricated offshore, packed in the
container, shipped and assembled into place on site.
Benefits:
•
•
•

Construction program completion achieved on time.
Cost savings.
Less disruption to the academic program

While return on investment is a key factor in any business case, having received the concept and budget in the next
stage of this project it is recommended the University looks at the business viability of this project holistically and
provide leadership in the region.
Benefits:

•
•
•
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Students come once facilities and technology are available.
Ease pressure of facilities in Laucala campus
Cost effective solution for students
Leadership and forward thinking for the region
Prestige through the built environment and facilities offered.
It is recommended the building design and its spaces are flexible, sustainable and low in maintenance. All
utilities have ‘add on’ systems which record utility usage.
The University has kick-started with an efficient building model.
Ensures viable usage of resource.
Enhances the Universities commitment to sustainability to meet global set carbon emissions targets
especially in a country where the effects of rising sea levels is evident.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
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7.1 TRAFFIC ENGINEERS REPORT

7.3 LIST OF STAKEHOLDERS INTERVIEWED
Stakeholder list 1:
Stakeholders from Tuvalu Government and statutory departments interviewed individually between
17th to 20th March.

NAME
Opetaia Noa
Simeti Lopati
Anisi Penitusi
Fatasi Malologa
Ampelosa M Tehulu
Charles Leefo
Mafalu Loto2
Walter Pulogo
Armstrong Kevika
fuameipala
Katepu Malaga
Taualo Penivao

Stakeholder list 4: List of USP Staff in Fiji interviewed as a group on 21st March

DEPT / Position
Dep Education
Telecom Tuvalu- CEO
Telecom Tuvalu- CEO
Department of Lands & Survey
PWD Director
PWD Architect
General manager Power
Waste management
Central Procurement Unit
Director Aviation
Director Maritime Training
Institute
Council Secretary (Kauple
Secretary)

Stakeholder list 2: List of USP Staff from Tuvalu as a group on 19th March

NAME
Isimasi Apisai
Feta Titivalu
Sapeta Leupena
Peau Lonise Taasi
Elekana Manasa

DEPT / Position
USP - TUVALU Staff
USP - TUVALU Staff
USP - TUVALU Staff
USP - TUVALU Staff
USP - TUVALU Staff

Stakeholder list 5: List of USP Staff in Fiji interviewed as a group on 21st March

Stakeholder list 3: List of USP Staff and student from Tuvalu individually on 19th March
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DEPT / Position
Director USP - TUVALU Staff
Tuvalu student

I AM DESIGNS

NAME
Rosiana Lagi
Fongaese Kaisami

